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3. Do you have any feedback for your Teaching Fellow? (If you did not have a TF, please enter
"NA.")

-

None
TS was very quick to respond and helpful! Thanks!
Our TA was a trooper, efficiently grading homework for fast turn around (thank you!)
na
Very quick turnaround with the homeworks and helpful
The TF was great and helpful with questions.
Very responsive, always offering to help
TA, was great! He has great knowledge on the subject matter, and was approachable with
questions.
- Very responsive.
- N/A
-

Everything was graded quickly.
NA
Very helpful and responsive to questions.
Consistent in his evaluation of class assignments
He was responsive and helpful whenever I had a question in class. Thumbs up!
No
Did a great job, and very responsive via emails.
Thanks for prompt response to emails regarding homework questions. I would recommend
engaging students more in discussions rather than saying look at the solutions first and than if you
have more questions, we can discuss.
Teaching fellow provided prompt feedback on homework which is appreciated
Nothing better than timely grading!
TF was quick to respond to emails and helpful.
Thank you for your hard work and doing all the grading during class!
Na
none
Na
He was extremely timely with returning materials, more so than any other intensive I've been a part
of.
He was really great and attentive in class.
TF was very helpful, really appreciate he grading all the HWs and get back to us in time.
TA did a good job of responding and helping.
He was diligent with grading
Apostolos was great, helpful answering questions
Excellent job
Thanks for grading everything, Apostolos!

-

Aposstos was very helpful and prepared.
NA
The TA was very helpful, always available for questions and promptly answering emails
Good dude.
Amazing amount of work in such a short time.
Very much appreciated the quick turnaround on grading!
NA
TF was helpful and quickly turned around assignments.
N/A
He was excellent and very helpful in explaining where I went wrong in the HW.
He was timely in responding to emails and graded the homeworks quickly. One of the better/more
involved TF's I've had.
TF is being responsible and polite in answering the questions but I think he should give a little bit
more comments on the homework especially to the problems that we did incorrectly.
Apostolos was very helpful and very quick to reply to emails.
The teaching fellow returned the graded homework in a timely manner.
Good.
Apostolos was great and helped me understand the material better.
hes awesome. very helpful
Really appreciated how available he was to students and that he took the time to quickly return
homework so that we could review. This was valuable during an intensive session.
The tf was great, grenades efficiently and was always present in class and helpful
NA
TF was very helpful and quick to respond via email.
NA
the TA was great and returned all graded work promptly
Apostolos knew his stuff and finished grading things quickly for us
Apostolos was a saint
The feedback from the TF on homework and emailed questions was very helpful.
None.
Fine
TF was very responsive.

